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In this study, the barium–calcium aluminosilicate (BaO-
CaO-Al2O3-SiO2) glass-ceramic system (BCAS) was modelled by 
using classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulation method 
based on Born–Mayer–Huggins (BMH) potential for interatomic 
interactions. The model system was heated to 5000 K and cooled 
to 300 K for obtaining a glassy structure. Then the temperature 
of the system was increased to 400 K, 500 K and 600 K 
temperatures for observing more ordered structure. For 
understanding of order formation, the structural development 
was analyzed by partial radial distribution function (PRDF). The 
results demonstrated that the PRDF peaks of Ba-Ba became 
sharper than other bond pairs with the increasing of annealing 
temperature. These sharp peaks at distant atomic distances 
represent the occurrence of ordered arrangement in Ba-Ba 
interactions. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, new generation glass-ceramics have exhibited a number of 

remarkable physical characteristics when compared to the traditional ceramics and 

glasses [1-5]. Also, experimental studies have revealed the superior mechanical 

properties of these materials such as toughness, high flexural strength and fracture 

[6-8]. Therefore, they have a wide range of interesting technological and industry 

applications [9-12] because they are easily formed under different heat-treatment 

conditions via experimental methods [13-15]. At the end of these processes, these 

materials contain one or more embedded crystalline phases apart from remaining 

glass matrix. Recently, many studies have been carried out in different types of glass 

ceramics [16-20]. Among them, the XO–BaO–SiO2-type glass ceramics (X = Mg, Zn and 

Ca) have attracted the attention for solid oxide fuel cell performance [21-23]. The 

Sr/BaO–Al2O3–SiO2–B2O3–La2O3 systems have been investigated to understand how 

Ba/Sr content takes a role on coefficient of thermal expansion [1]. The effect of 

nucleating agents on glassy structure of XO–Al2O3–SiO2–B2O3 glasses (R = Ba, Ca and 

Mg) have been investigated by Lahl et al. [24]. 

The several-type glass-ceramics have been fabricated for a variety of 

technological innovations. These studies show that one of the most important 

features expected from glass for glass-ceramic production is the ability to form 

suitable crystals without the need for long crystallization times [21-24]. 

Crystallization is facilitated when the network structure-modifying oxides are 

present in high amounts in the glass structure by adding CaO and BaO metal oxides. 

The addition of CaO and BaO to Al2O3-SiO2 system causes various nucleation and 

crystallization processes [18, 21]. Therefore, the BaO- Al2O3-SiO2 (BAS) glass ceramic 

materials have properties such as low thermal expansion and dielectric constant, 

high strength and corrosion resistance, and the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 (CAS) glass ceramic 

system is used in many industrial areas due to its good refractoriness, mechanical 

properties and optics [20-25]. In addition, barium–calcium aluminosilicate (BaO-CaO-

Al2O3-SiO2-BCAS) glass-ceramic appears to be very promise for use of chemical 

compatibility in a glass with metallic interconnects [26]. Specially, many researchers 

have focused on the BCAS systems by using experimental tools for fuel cell 

applications [1, 26]. 
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Inspired by these experimental studies, we have also reported that the 

powerful computational methods are needed for understanding physical behaviors of 

these-type materials in the nanosized range [27]. The molecular dynamic (MD) 

simulation methods are a major tool for investigating the electronic, mechanical, 

optical, structural and phase transition processes of various materials at a nanoscale 

perspective [28-32]. However, in the literature, there are a few studies on the 

crystallization behaviors in nano-sized BCAS glass-ceramics under heat-treatment to 

detect the effect of XO addition on the structure of YO-SiO2-Al2O3 system (X = Ba, Y 

= Ca, K, Mg). 

In this study, the crystallization mechanism of BCAS glass-ceramic system have 

been investigated by using MD calculations based on the two-body BMH potential 

function. Its structural evaluation was carried out by radial distribution function 

(RDF) to understand the phase change mechanism during the annealing process. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

MD calculations are performed via SCIGRESS [34], a multiplatform molecular 

design, modeling and dynamics software. The potential energy function is selected 

as two-body BMH potential in Eq. 1 [35-37]. 

 𝑈𝑖𝑗(𝑟) =  
𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
+ 𝐴𝑖𝑗 exp(−𝐵𝑖𝑗𝑟) −

𝑐𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
6  (1) 

Where, rij denotes the distance between i and j atoms, Uij(r) is the 

interatomic-pair potential; qiqj/rij is the long-range and, Aij exp(−Bijr) represents the 

short-range repulsion interactions. The initial MD simulation box consisted of 

randomly distributed CaOwt%46-SiO2wt%46-Al2O3wt%5-BaOwt3% which included 6000 

total atoms and had a 2.854 g/cm3 density [33] applying periodic boundary conditions 

along with all three directions. The time-step has chosen to be 1 fs with the NVT 

ensemble and the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [38] have been used during the 

simulation. The system held initial temperature of 5000 K for 50 ps for mixing of the 

system, and then the system was cooled to 300 K within 60 ps. Finally, the 

temperature of the system increased from 300 K to 400, 500, 600 K and the 

temperature was maintained at these temperatures for 90 ps to obtain an 

equilibrium state. A schematic diagram of the variation of temperature and potential 
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energy with simulation time is shown in Figure 1. After the relaxation process of the 

system, the equilibrium state of the model system at 5000 K temperature continued 

about 110 ps and then, the system was annealed to different temperatures from 

300K. 
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Figure 1. The schematic diagram of potential energy and temperature variation 

with simulation time. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In MD simulations, RDF or g(r) is one of the important structural analysis 

methods to examine the local order of a system during phase transition processes 

[39, 40]. The total RDF is defined as follows. 

 g(r) =
V

N2
⟨∑

n(r)

4πr2∆r

n

i=1

⟩ (2) 

where N represents the total number of atoms, V is the volume of the MD box, and 

n(r) is the number of particles in the shell between r and r+∆r [41]. Figure 2 shows 

the total RDF curves at 5000 and 300 K for BCAS system. At high temperature, the 

RDF curves exhibit broader than crystal structure, which is typical behavior 

characteristic of liquid. Also, the height of the first peak is less than that of glass or 

amorphous and crystal because there are very few atoms in the first neighborhood 

shell. At 300 K, the height of the first peak of RDF increases due to formation of the 

short-range clusters in the glass system.  A minor splitting occurred in the second 

peak of RDF at 300 K upon the development of disordered structures in the second 
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neighborhood. Figure 3 shows the MD simulation result of the atomic positions of 

SiO2-Al2O3-CaO-BaO glass ceramic model system at 300 K. 
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Figure 2. The total RDF curves for the system at 5000 K and 300 K temperatures 

(red lines represent 5000 K, black lines represent 300 K). 

 

Figure 3. The simulation result of SiO2-Al2O3-CaO-BaO glass ceramic model system 

at 300 K (Al, Si, Ba, Ca, and O atoms are shown in grey, green, blue, yellow and 

red, respectively). 

Some computed partial RDF’s (PRDF) for BCAS system with different atomic 

bonded pairs at various annealing temperatures are shown in Figure 4 (a-b), Figure 

5 (a-b), Figure 6 (a-b) and Figure 7 (a-b). As can be seen in these figures, we can be 

said that the PRDF curves exhibit a short-range order because there are no peaks at 

distant atomic positions [40] and they have strong first peak. 
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Figure 4. The PRDFs of atomic bonded pairs at 300 K annealing temperature a) Al-

Al, Ca-Al, Ba-Ca and Ba-Al pairs b) Ca-Ca, Ca-Si, Ba-Si and Si-Al pairs. 
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Figure 5. The PRDFs of atomic bonded pairs at 400 K annealing temperature a) Al-

Al, Ca-Al, Ba-Ca and Ba-Al pairs b) Ca-Ca, Ca-Si, Ba-Si and Si-Al pairs. 
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Figure 6. The PRDFs of atomic bonded pairs at 500 K annealing temperature a) Al-

Al, Ca-Al, Ba-Ca and Ba-Al pairs b) Ca-Ca, Ca-Si, Ba-Si and Si-Al pairs. 
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Figure 7. The PRDFs of atomic bonded pairs at 600 K annealing temperature a) Al-

Al, Ca-Al, Ba-Ca and Ba-Al pairs b) Ca-Ca, Ca-Si, Ba-Si and Si-Al pairs. 
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Figure 8 shows the PRDFs of the bonded pairs in Ba-Ba interactions at various 

temperatures. The peaks in the PRDFs are sharper and have more distant atomic 

distances compared to the other bonded pairs. Especially, the height of the first 

peak of PRDF for Ba-Ba pairs is higher because the ordered periodic arrangement is 

dominant between Ba-Ba pairs array in the glassy structure. It was observed that the 

increasing of annealing temperature causes in better-defined ordered peaks for Ba-

Ba interactions. From the position of the first peak in partial g (r)Ba-Ba, it can be 

asserted that the Ba-Ba nearest-neighbor distances are calculated as 3.35 Å, 3.35 Å, 

3.11 Å and 3.52 Å for 300 K, 400 K, 500 K and 600 K temperatures, respectively. This 

crystallization tendency between Ba-Ba atomic pairs can be explained with other 

studies on the BCAS glass ceramic.  In recent years, a few studies have investigated 

how the content of Ba affects the crystallization behaviors of BCAS system.  The 

addition of Ba to BCAS can decrease the viscosity of the mold flux [33]. The formation 

of ordered arrangements of Ba atoms can be reason behind this decrement in 

viscosity for BCAS system. Also, Bansal et al., [26] investigated the crystallization 

kinetics of a BCAS system by using experimental tools. They found that the 

crystallization activation energy of 259 kJ/mol for BCAS glass is much lower 

compared to other glass systems. This difference in activation energy have been 

evaluated as the silicate crystallization based on Ba which is formed firstly in BCAS 

glass different from other various glasses. In fact, the formation of this-type ordered 

array of Ba-Ba atomic pairs in a glass-ceramic has a complex microstructure with one 

or more crystalline phases [27]. Therefore, a basic modeling approach can help us 

close the gap between ordered formation observations in glassy structure in 

microscopic and macroscopic levels of materials.  
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Figure 8. The variation of partial RDFs of Ba-Ba bonded pairs with annealing 

temperatures. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

We conducted a classical molecular dynamics simulation on barium–calcium 

aluminosilicate (BaO-CaO-Al2O3-SiO2) glass-ceramic system by using BMH potential 

function. The results of molecular dynamics indicated that while the height of the 

first peak of PRDF for Ba-Ba pairs was very sharp because of ordered structure 

between Ba-Ba pairs, the peak of the other pairs was not sharp because of glassy 

structure. The Ba-Ba nearest-neighbor distances were determined as 3.35 Å, 3.35 Å, 

3.11 Å and 3.52 Å for 300 K, 400 K, 500 K and 600 K temperatures, respectively. The 

study is helpful in building up a modeling approach to understand the crystal 

formation behaviors in BCAS glass-ceramics at nanoscale. 
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